Personal, Social, Emotional
Development
We will:
Follow our classroom rules
Play cooperatively with our friends
Take turns when we play together
Talk about our ideas to a group of friends
Think about how other’s feel and comfort our
friends when they are upset

Literacy
We will:
Write our names without our name cards
Listen to and enjoy stories
Talk about characters feelings in stories
Make attempts to write simple sentences
Make attempts to spell some tricky words correctly
Write a diary entry
Write a description
Write a list

Communication and Language

Physical Development

We will:
Listen to and talk about stories and answer why and how questions
Talk and listen to our friends when we play and respond to their ideas
Listen to and follow instructions with several parts
Explain our ideas and thoughts confidently to our friends
Listen carefully to stories and make comments or ask question about
them

We will:
Move confidently in a range of ways
Get dressed and undressed by ourselves
Hold our pencils with the right grip and form our letters
correctly
Use a range of tools safety and competently
Join in during PE
Use the toilet by ourselves and wash our hands properly
Talk about healthy and unhealthy food and activities
Talk about ways to keep safe

To infinity and beyond!

We will read:
Aliens Love Underpants, The Way Back Home, Whatever
Next, Here Come the Aliens

Maths

Understanding the World

We will:
Order numbers 1-10 then 1-20 to fix the rocket
puzzle
Alien addition
Exploding planet subtraction
Recognising coins to buy things from the shop to
take to the moon
Estimate how many Martians will fit on the moon

We will:
Look at familiar celebrations like Chinese New Year
Explore planets and the solar system
Explore different ‘alien environments’ and say why they
are similar or different
Use our class computers and our interactive white board
to play games
Use technology in our role play like walkie-talkies,
laptops, mobile phones

Expressive Arts and Design
We will:
Act out familiar experiences in our Home Corner and
play co-cooperatively with our friends
Become astronauts in our space station
Explore instruments and make ‘space sounds’
Make bubble planet pictures
Take on the roles of the characters in Whatever Next

